Esatto Scale Recalibration

Tools required:

200.0g weight OR an accurate auxiliary scale, Esatto grounds bin, and coffee

If you do not have a 200.0g weight, we can make one. Tare your auxiliary scale. Place the empty grounds bin on the auxiliary scale and add coffee beans until the net weight of the bin+beans=200.0g.

Procedure:

Remove the grounds bin

Press and hold START/STOP to reboot the unit

While the unit is booting up, press and hold buttons 1&2 to enter scale recalibration mode

The display will flash a value. This value should be around the 300-400 range. If the value shown is in the 900 range, the load cell is damaged and needs to be replaced.

Press 1, the display will flash CAL then flash 200 continuously

At this point the scale is ready for the 200.0g weight to be set on the scale platform

The display will flash PAS then show the weight on the scale, which should be 200

Place your empty grounds bin on the scale platform and TARE

Enjoy!